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A system under development for recognition of continuous speech is described. It
compiues input speech to synthetically generated reference prototypes. The reference
units are words and triphones. The triphones are used to match boundaries between
consecutive words in order to model inter-word coarticulation. Preliminary experiments
have been performed on a task with a limited grirmmar and a small vocabulary. Further
work includes incorporation of a larger vocabulary and less constrained language
models.

INTRODUCTION

Words and uiphones are commonly used units in speech recognition systems. Both types
have their own advantages and drawbacks. The triphones are fewer and are therefore more
suitable for training. However, they don't capture very well those coarticulation effects that
may extend over several phonemes, like lip rounding and nasalization. The word unit, on the
other hand, incorporates intra-word coarticulation of this type better than the triphone.
Unfortunately, though, the effect of cross-word coarticulation is not accounted for by
concatenation of word models. Therefore, w.ord units are not optimal for recognition of
continuous speech. In this report we describe the attempts to use a combination of word and
triphone models in a continuous-speech recognition system. Word units are used for matching
inside words. At the word boundaries, triphones are used to model coarticulation effects
between the two words.

Combined use of word and triphone units has earlier been reported in the SPHINX system
(tre, 1989), where function words were represented by separate models while the rest of the
vocabulary was represented by word-independent triphones. The use of function word
modelling improved the recognition performance.

In the following, an overview is given of our system and we also present the results of a

small, preliminary test.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Overview

A block diagram of the recognition system is displayed in figure 1. The recognition process
works in the following way. All active hypotheses are listed in a blackboard. The utterance is
scanned in a left-to-right fashion, from the beginning to the end of the last word. For every
time point in that loop, all the active hypotheses on the blackboard ue analyzed. This type of
search is classified as a time-synchronous procedure. The comparison between the hypotheses
and the input utterance is performed in the word match module. The result of each word
match is transferted to the blackboard. Badly matching sentences are removed from the list. If
a word boundary is reached in a hypothesis, words to follow are proposed by a hypothesis
generation module. These words are fed to a fast-elimination procedure that removes words
that give a low simitarity score in a fast match procedure, described below. The reason for
this is to avoid time-consuming detailed matching for those words that are very dissimilar to
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the input speech and where a simple and fast comparison can reliably reject these words. The
remaining words are then connected to the previous word in the hypothesis, each one being
added as a new sentence hypothesis to the active-list. A word conneldon module inserts nvo
triphones between the previous and each new word to account for word coarticulation effects.

The search loop continues for increasing time positions, until the end of the utterance is
reached. Then, the hypothesis with the highest accumulated score is chosen, and a
backtracking procedure is performed to find out the recognized word sequence.

certain individual blocks are described in more detail below.

Speech
input

Figure 1. Block diagram of the recognition system.

Acoustic analysis

The speech signal is digitized using a sampling frequency of 16 kHz. An FFT-based 16-
channel Bark scale filter bank analyses frequencies below 6 kllz and outputs a logarithmic
amplitude spectral frame every 10 ms.

Fast elimination

The fast-elimination procedure uses as input the output of a separate phoneme recognition
program @lenius & Takacs, 1990), based on an artificial neuial net. Phoneme activation
values are produced for every 10 ms frame. The net parameters have been previously trained
on different speech data. Work is going on to further improve the net'i performance for
different speakers and speaking situations.

The fast-elimination procedure uses a dynamic programming algorithm to compute a
matching score between a phoneme string of a hypothesized word and the phoneme activation
values starting at the current time position of t}te utterance.
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Word connection

As described above, the pronunciation of the beginning and end of a word is changed
according to the phonetic structure of the previous and following word, respectively.
Therefore, word units are not optimal in a continuous-speech recognition system. However,
the word unit is very good at describing intra-word coafticulation. In this report, we try to
com.bine the advantages of the word and the triphone units. Word models arc used for
matching those parts that are not adjacent to word boundaries. The endpoint phonemes of a

word are not used for matching by the word models. lnstead, the last phoneme in the word
model is replaced by the middle phoneme of a triphonc pl'ototype consisting of the two last
phonernes in the cuffent word and the first phoneme in the following word. A similar
repiacement is performed for rhe first phoneme in the following word. The procedure is
disptrayed in figure 2. In this fashion, it is possible to use word models for tlie. major part of
the word and still. account frlr cross-word coarticulation effects.

An argun"rent against the use of word rnodels is that the training procedure may become too
tirne consuming for iarge vocabularies if every word is to be pronounced by the training
subjects. Phone, diphone and triplione modeis iu'e more practical to train, since their total
number is lower arid they occur in a higher freqr"rency in a given speecir raining daia base.
With the metl-rod we use to produce the references synthetrcally, we don't have ro train tire
indiviclual words of the vocahulary. Training is instead peifomed on context-free phonernes
and on rules for thei; concatenation, which also requiles a iarge speech colpus, but it is
independent of the actual vocabulary used.

Word connection scheme

Word(n) o-o-o-H

1st trlphone

2nd trlphone

Word(n+l)

Figure 2. Connection of two word phoneme strings using two intermediate triphones. Filled
circles indicate phonemes that are used for matching. Phonemes at the same horisontal
position are identical.

Word and triphone lexicon

The lexical items are specified by their word class, spelling, phonetic transcription and their
spectral properties. The word class description is dependent on the language model used. The
phonetic and spectral characteristics are implemented in a network that can describe different
pronunciation alternatives of a word or a triphone.

Word match

The word rccognition algorithm that is used is described in more detail by Blomberg (1991).
It employs dynamic programming for computing a matching score between a part of the input
signal and the spectral model of a reference word or triphone. A characteristic feature of this
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module is dynamic voice source adaptation. Segment duration is modelled explicitly. In this
module, there is no difference between word and triphone representation. Triphones are
simpty treated as short words consisting of three phonemes.

Language model

The purpose of the language model in this system is to propose words that can extend a
hypothesis about the initial part of a sentence. A ranking of the proposed words in terms of
probability measures is also desired. The current model is quite simple and is implemented to
make the whole system complete. It is a finite-state network at the word class level. No
probabilities are assigned to the branches. In the future, more powerful models will be used.
Especially, the STINA model (Carlson & Hunnicut, 1992) is intended to be used for this
pufpose.

PILOT EXPERIMENT

A pilot experiment has been performed, with the main purpose to verify the correct technical
operation of the program. The task was very limited, allowing 6 types of questions regarding
boat transportations in the Stockholm archipelago. The vocabulary was 50 words. The
grammar complexity iN represented by the average branching factor was quite low, 3.9,
reflecting that the types of questions were very restricted. In a small test, six sentences were
spoken by one male speaker. The average sentence length was 8 words. The word recognition
rate was 92Vo. Since there was no training data available for the neural net based phoneme
recognizer, the fast-elimination module could not be used in the experiment. Without that
procedure, the response time was 40 times real time on an Apollo 425s machine (CpU:
Motorola 68040 operating at25MHz clock frequency).

CONCLUSIONS

The program has been shown to function correcfly. However, the system is still in an early
development stage and there are several aspects of the system that have to be improved. The
simple language model will be exchanged for more powerful ones. The time-iynchronous
search method might be replaced by a best-first strategy, which would reduce the response
time. To improve recognition accuracy, work is going on regarding speaker adaptation and
different ways to represent the spectral time structure of word and triphone prototypes.
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